
Consequences/ZOOM INSTRUCTIONS
Consequences ZOOM is an alternative way to connect with others, gain confidence in drawing while 
you discuss things that matter to you. Working via Zoom was an experiment that we began due to 
lockdown. But we have come to believe it is an asset for working with groups of people [in particular 
those who don’t know one another or who are geographically distanced] who may also be 
unconfident using drawing. 

We know drawing while talking helps us have deeper conversations, but it is often an activity people 
feel conscious of and this affects abilities to engage or even attend. Zoom however enables people to feel conscious of and this affects abilities to engage or even attend. Zoom however enables people to 
gain confidence as their work is not overlooked and their home environment gives comfort.

Below is the format we used. Please take this outline as a guide, adapt it and work in a way that 
suits you and your group/friends.

Top Tips/Intro
1. Limit the session to 1.5 hours [with friends this may collapse, with a group the
   timing is important]

2. Make sure people have paper and something to draw with [can be anything]

3. Be generous in chatting and equally with listening [its ok to be silent]

4. Be kind to each other [differences help us learn and reflect]

5.5. Use the questions provided as catalysts for conversations. Try loading some of them
   into the Chat function so everyone has access.

6. Use the drawing prompts as starting points [allow people to abandon them and do their 
   own thing]. 

7. Discussions and drawing, timings do not have to be rigid

8. Use the Chat as a space during the session to record ideas and other questions

9. Take a sensitive approach. Some of the topics involved will touch on deeply personal 
   experiences and may be difficult to discuss. Can you signpost people to further support?   experiences and may be difficult to discuss. Can you signpost people to further support?

10. Enable people to be able to step away if needed to or for them to mute the group and 
    themselves

FORMAT
We had Kate as the facilitator and holder of drawing prompts. Perhaps allocate one person 
as the facilitator making sure they have all the questions and prompts to hand.

- Welcome people in 

-Remind people of the aims of session:



Consequences project was about coming together to talk and draw. Its 
ambition was to break down barriers, share wisdoms and encourage 
understanding across age ranges and backgrounds. The drawing is in many 
ways a by-product - it supports the talking. Like knitting or doodling 
it’s an activity for the hands that frees the brain.

And the top tips 
- 5-10 min: Quickly introduce each other. You can use a funny or 
alternative question – such as Why are you called the name you are? 
What shape do you always draw and why? What’s your favourite colour? 
My name is Rajni and my favourite colour is…

- Offer 2 drawing prompts. Encourage people to try 1 of them to get 
started. Give them a few minutes to get going. It’s ok to change or started. Give them a few minutes to get going. It’s ok to change or 
adapt and work in a free way.

- Select a few discussions questions and share. Let the group respond 
to the one they like and let the talking start. Encourage people to 
draw, talk and listen. Make sure everyone is invited to respond. 

- Let the talking find its own rhythm. One question may last ages or 
only a few minutes. Go with the flow – let questions come and let the 
discussion flow. Record questions in the chat and encourage other to do discussion flow. Record questions in the chat and encourage other to do 
the same

- After about 30 mins, or at a natural gap/lull, invite people to share their 
drawing/s. Invite people to discuss theirs and others drawings – what did you 
like, what did it feel like, why did you choose to draw a certain way

- Ask people to select at one or two more drawing prompt at random. Encourage people 
to work on top of what they have already done. If necessary change paper but we found 
it useful to draw what we had done before.it useful to draw what we had done before.

- Select a further question [perhaps ones that have been added to the Chat] and repeat 
as above for about 30 mins

- End by looking again at all the drawings – perhaps take a screen shot for sharing with 
all participants.

- We have found it useful to ask what people enjoyed or didn’t and gauge the groups ideas
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